WELCOME EMAIL SCRIPT
Hi NAME,
I am beyond thrilled to welcome you to our Young Living family with your order of the Premium
Stater Kit – aka – your wellness box! Add personalization based on person/situation. Thank them
for their order. I want to remind you that essential oils are not necessarily an instant fix for XY or Z
but they work with our bodies to help them perform at optimum levels so consistency is key. I'm
here to help guide you as you start experimenting with these bottles of goodness. Don't forget to
send me a selfie with your wellness box when you get it in the mail so we can connect again and
chat more about all that’s inside :)
The more resources you gather at your fingertips, the simpler it will be to truly use and see the
value of your oils. The first is linked here - nearly 100 uses for the oils in your kit! (or you can add
it as an attachment) I'll be putting your second resource in the mail to you this week as my gift to
you! And to keep you connected to the oil community at any time I've added you to our LWN
Lifestyle group on Facebook where you can ask questions and learn what others are using their
oils for as well.
This company is committed, not only to selling a high quality product, but to education,
understanding, and a new lifestyle that leads to greater physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual
health. I have two online classes coming up I'd love for you to attend to continue learning (check
your Facebook invites!) - one is highlighting the starter kit and the other is all about getting the
toxins out of our personal care and cleaning products.
Here are a few other important notes: As you order in the future, you will want to take advantage
of this amazing program to budget for your oils, save money on shipping, and earn points for free
products. It really is the best day of the week when the box arrives.
http://www.youngliving.com/en_US/opportunity/essential-rewards
Make sure you look over the many materials, resources, and sharing tools available to you in the
Member Resources portion of your Virtual Office.
And definitely don't forget the Young Living Product Blog, full of the latest information, recipes,
announcements, and more. https://blog.youngliving.com
Looking forward to our time/coffee/etc. on day/date! Can’t wait to see you then and again,
welcome, my friend!
Health and Blessings,
NAME
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